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Literature searches



When starting a research work, the first thing to do is…
literature searching

Data bases for scientific bibliography (UCA source):

http://diana.uca.es/search*spi/y?SEARCH=base+de+datos&searchscope=3&SO
RT=D

Scopus: http://www.scopus.com/

ISI Web of Knowledge: https://www.accesowok.fecyt.es/

Science direct: http://www.sciencedirect.com/

SciFinder: https://www.cas.org/products/scifinder

Literature searches

http://diana.uca.es/search*spi/y?SEARCH=base+de+datos&searchscope=3&SORT=D
http://www.scopus.com/
https://www.accesowok.fecyt.es/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/
https://www.cas.org/products/scifinder


Literature searches

Example 1: Searching in Scopus
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Literature searches

Example 1: Searching in Scopus
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Literature searches

ABSTRACT











Literature searches

Example 2: Searching in ISI Web of Knowledge
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Information in scientific papers

• Key words: Title, author, etc.

• Printing abstracts (so as to read and classify the 
papers).

• Must I read all the paper? (how to read a 
scientific paper to help you out in your work)

Literature searches



Bibliography administration: EndNote



A) Collect: Choose a database from which you could  search articles

Collect----Online search----Web of Science (TR)





1) Select those articles that you are interested in
2) Select the group you want to save it in 



They will be copied
in the group selected





Organize: You can share your group with other 
people by adding their email address

Organize---Manage Sharing



Format: You can select the group 
of references which format you 
want to change and the style you 
want to use (which is different 
depending on the publisher)



It can be saved as plain text or HTML



Cite while you Write for word









• Practical case:

Choose a topic about which you will be or would 
like to be researching in the near future.

Now, look for a scientific paper that you find 
interesting using those databases studied.  

Literature searches
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Day a day work in a lab



Never forget,…

1) Keep a diary of your daily work: 
EVERYTHING you did and did 
wrong

2) Take pictures of the 
important things 



Never forget,…

4) Never leave a bottle/beaker, 
etc. without the proper label

3) Keep everything tidy 
(cleaning is vital: Protocols)
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Writing a scientific paper



Writing a scientific paper

Main parts of a scientific paper

Title

Authors

Abstract

Key words

Introduction



Writing a scientific paper

Experimental procedure 
(instrumentation, reagents,…)



Writing a scientific paper

Results and discussion



Writing a scientific paper

Conclusions

Acknowledgments

References



Publishing a scientific paper

Title

• Less than 100 characters (spaces included).

• Most important key words should be in the title.

• It must be powerful and with rhetoric strength.

Abstract

• Any new information should be added. 

• It should be written at the end (any changes during the elaboration 
should be added).



Publishing a scientific paper

Introduction

• Put your thesis/question somewhere near the end.

• Put some important background information directly before.

• It should inform of your paper's general topic, the type of terminology, 
evidence and logic they can expect throughout the paper. 

• The bulk of the Introduction section is background literature on the 
topic being researched. Remember to cite often.



Publishing a scientific paper

Results and discussion

• May be the most difficult to write.

• The results of the data analyses are presented (the length is set by the 
amount and types of data).

• They should be organized around a series of tables and/or figures.

• This section highlights the answers to the hypotheses you investigated.



Publishing a scientific paper

• It answers the questions posed in the introduction. 

• It is considered the heart of the paper and usually requires several 
writing attempts. 

• Try to organize your thoughts in a logical form. 

• Should be as short as possible while clearly stating, supporting and 
explaining your answers and discussing other relevant issues. 

• Explain how the results and conclusions of this study are important 
and how they influence our knowledge of the problem being 
examined.

Conclusion
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Make your scientific work visible



• Typography, color choice and page layout.

Presenting your work in a congress: Poster elaboration

• Be creative.

• Specific softwares: InDesign, LaTeX, Scribus, Illustrator, CorelDRAW, 
Freehand, Omnigraffle, PosterGenius, Microsoft Power Point.

• Ask other colleges to comment on your  poster.

• https://www.flickr.com/groups/pimpmyposter/

Useful tips

https://www.flickr.com/groups/pimpmyposter/




Presenting your work in a 
congress: Poster elaboration

Important aspects of a poster:

Title, authors and institution

Importance of the research
Which problem do we need to answer to? 

Theory of the system (basic)

Results

Acknowledgements

References (optional)

Conclusions



An example of an specific software: 

PosterGenius





Social Networks for scientists

Researchgate



Sharing your work: Social Networks for Scientifics

ResearchGate







Module Assignment

Once selected, elaborate a poster with a scientific paper you 
choose.

You can use any of the software tools introduced in the 
module or any other you have a good command on.  
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